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Blind Spots

1. Blind spots are areas near the left and right rear corners of your vehicle that you cannot see in your rearview mirrors. Before you move 
sideways to change lanes on an expressway or to pass on any road, turn your head to make sure these areas are clear.

2. Required signals may be given by hand and arm or by signal lamps or devices. Most carts are not equipped with electric turn indicators, hence 
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ACCIDENTS
CRASH DEFINED—By the United Stated Department of Highway Safety: An incident involving a moving vehicle (in this case a car, truck, van or cart). 
Includes collisions with a vehicle, object or person (except suicides) and derailment/left roadway. Occurrence in a sequence of events that produces 
unintended injury, death or property damage. Accident refers to the event, not the result of the event. (NSC1)

1. If you are in a crash while driving, you must stop. If anyone is hurt, you are required to render assistance and request help. Call Florida Tech 
Security at ext. 8111 or 321-674-8111. You must also give your location, name and any additional information to the dispatcher as well as 
provide the same to the law enforcement officer or security officer. YOU WILL BE REQUIRED to show your driver’s license to the officer who 
arrives on site.

2. Report the crash immediately to Florida Tech Security. You must also notify your department head and Facilities as necessary.

3. Move your cart if it is blocking the flow of traffic. If you cannot move it yourself, you must get help. This is true anytime your vehicle is blocking 
the flow of traffic, whether it has been involved in a crash or not.

CRASH INVOLVING AN UNATTENDED VEHICLE
If, while driving, you hit an unoccupied vehicle or damage any object that belongs to someone else, you must notify the owner. Report the crash 
immediately to Florida Tech Security at ext. 8111 or 321-674-8111, 24/7. Give the owner your name, address and cart number and the department you 
work for. You are also required to report the crash to your department.

NIGHT DRIVING
Driving at night poses additional challenges for operators of carts. Their low profile and lack of automobile lighting make night-time recognition more 
difficult. For those reasons, the following requirements must be adhered to:

1. Carts and vehicles being operated from sundown to sun up shall utilize headlights. Rear lights shall also be activated.

2. Care shall be taken when approaching intersections, stop signs and oncoming traffic.

3. At nighttime, you shall reduce your speed to less than the posted 10 mph speed limit.

4. Carts without headlights and/or tail lights may only be driven between dawn and dusk.

INATTENTIVE OPERATION
This is often called careless driving, daydreaming or negligent driving. This occurs when you are not paying attention and, as a result, wreck the cart.

HAND SIGNALS


